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Background 

Visualization of genomic data 
 

 Graphical viewpoint on the very large amount of genomic sequence 

produced by the Human Genome Project. 

 

Human Genome: 3,156,105,057 bp  

 

 

 Focus turned from accumulating and assembling sequences to 

identifying and mapping functional landmarks 

 

Genetic markers 

Genes 

SNPs 

Points of regulation 

 

 Visualization of Next-generation-sequencing data 

 

 

 

David Haussler 



Client-side 

 Integrative Genomics Viewer*  

 

 Application (Java) on the user’s 

machine 

 

 Often difficult to install 

 

 Does not have the extensive third-

party data of the other browsers 

 

 Much faster than web-based browsers 

 

Client-server 

UCSC Genome Browser 

 

Application on a web-server; access via 

web browser 

 

No installation 

 

Access to a very large database of 

information in a uniform interface  

 

Often difficult to import datasets 

Background 

http://www.broadinstitute.org/igv/ 



Background 
 Intronerator was developed by J. Kent to map the exon–intron structure of C. elegans RNAs mapped 

against genomic coordinates 
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Jim Kent 



Background 

 

 

 

 Draft human genome sequence became available at the UCSC in 2000 

 

 Intronerator was used as the graphics engine  
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Genome Assemblies 

 Regular updates to genome assemblies to 
close gaps in genomic sequence, troubleshoot 
assembly problems and otherwise improve 
the genome assemblies 

 

 Shifting coordinates for known sequences and 
a potential for confusion and error among 
researchers, particularly when reading 
literature based on older versions.  

 

 Frequently used assemblies hg18/hg19 

 

 

 New assemblies increase genomic coverage 6-
fold and have been deposited in GenBank. 

 

 127 genome assemblies have been 

released on 58 organisms (April 2012) 













Annotation tracks 



Annotation tracks 

 The database may contain any data that can be mapped to genomic coordinates and therefore can be 
displayed in the Genome Browser 

 

 Overview of tracks: http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks  

 

 Three different categories:  

 

  computed at UCSC 

 

  computed elsewhere and displayed at UCSC 

 

  computed and hosted entirely elsewhere 

 

 

 

http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks?hgHubConnect.destUrl=../cgi-bin/hgTracks&clade=mammal&org=Human&db=hg19&position=chr4:170,847,218-171,145,337&hgt.positionInput=enter+position,+gene+symbol+or+search+terms&hgt.suggestTrack=knownGene&hgsid=351535743&hgTracksConfigPage=configure+tracks+and+display
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks?hgHubConnect.destUrl=../cgi-bin/hgTracks&clade=mammal&org=Human&db=hg19&position=chr4:170,847,218-171,145,337&hgt.positionInput=enter+position,+gene+symbol+or+search+terms&hgt.suggestTrack=knownGene&hgsid=351535743&hgTracksConfigPage=configure+tracks+and+display
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks?hgHubConnect.destUrl=../cgi-bin/hgTracks&clade=mammal&org=Human&db=hg19&position=chr4:170,847,218-171,145,337&hgt.positionInput=enter+position,+gene+symbol+or+search+terms&hgt.suggestTrack=knownGene&hgsid=351535743&hgTracksConfigPage=configure+tracks+and+display
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks?hgHubConnect.destUrl=../cgi-bin/hgTracks&clade=mammal&org=Human&db=hg19&position=chr4:170,847,218-171,145,337&hgt.positionInput=enter+position,+gene+symbol+or+search+terms&hgt.suggestTrack=knownGene&hgsid=351535743&hgTracksConfigPage=configure+tracks+and+display
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks?hgHubConnect.destUrl=../cgi-bin/hgTracks&clade=mammal&org=Human&db=hg19&position=chr4:170,847,218-171,145,337&hgt.positionInput=enter+position,+gene+symbol+or+search+terms&hgt.suggestTrack=knownGene&hgsid=351535743&hgTracksConfigPage=configure+tracks+and+display


Annotation tracks computed at UCSC 

 
 Comparative genomic annotations as well as Convert and liftOver capabilities 

 

 

 mRNAs and ESTs in GenBank are aligned to the reference assembly in separate tracks (75 million GenBank 
RNAs and ESTs, ~3 billion bases of the human reference assembly  2 CPU-years of computing time) 

 

 

 The Conservation composite track displays the results of the multiz algorithm that aligns the results from 
up to 46 pairwise Blastz alignments to the reference assembly (e.g. hg19 human assembly consumed 10 
CPU-years) 

  

 





Annotation tracks  computed elsewhere and 

displayed at UCSC 

 

Annotations that are not post-processed by the UCSC 

 

 Probe sets for commercially available microarrays, copy-number variation from the Database of Genomic Variants or 
expression data from the GNF Expression Atlas  

 

 Data Coordination Center for the ENCODE project allowing access to a large number of functional annotations in regards 
to gene regulation 

 

 

Annotations that are post-processed by the UCSC 

 

 dbSNP (Common SNPs, Flagged SNPs, Mult. SNPs) 

 

 OMIM (OMIM Allelic Variant SNPs, OMIM Genes, OMIM Phenotypes) 

 

 





Annotation tracks computed and hosted 

elsewhere 

 Data tracks are hosted remotely (no data are stored at UCSC) and publicly available, e.g. 

Epigenomics Roadmap project http://epigenome.wustl.edu/ 

http://epigenome.wustl.edu/


Tracks from the Epigenome project 



Associated Tools 

 Tools other than the main graphic image account for 42% of traffic on the UCSC server 



Sessions  



Custom track 



Table Browser 



Exercise 

UCSC Genome Browser Epigenome Browser 



Exercise 

 Search for gene of interest  

 

 Clean up the UCSC Browser tracks,  

  show UCSC genes 

  show RefSeq genes 

 

 Find the conservation tracks 

  use “Track Search” and Drop-down tables 

  Visualize Conservation tracks 

  Visualize PhastCons tracks 

 

 Find the dbSNP tracks, 

 Visualize the Flagged SNPs track 

 Modify the “Flagged SNP track” and apply the “squish” visualization 
.  

 Find the OMIM tracks 

 Visualize the OMIM AV SNP track. 

 Modify the OMIM AV SNP track  and apply the “full” visualization 
 

 Modify text sizes, browser resolution and track colors using the configure button  

 

 Save session as a txt file 

 

 

UCSC Genome Browser 



Exercise 

 Apply genome coordinates from gene of interest  

 

 Clean up the Epigenome browser  

  show UCSC genes 

  show RefSeq genes 

 conservation tracks 

 

 Find the Epigenome Atlas Data Complete Collection Composite Tracks  

  Visualize Footprinting tracks and adjust visualization 

 

 Find the CpG and MRE sites  

 Visualize the CpG Island track and adjust visualization 
.  

 Find the  Phenotype and Disease Associations tracks 

 Visualize GWAS Catalog and adjust visualization 
 

 Find the Epigenome Atlas Data Complete Collection Integrative Tracks  

 Visualize Methylation Summary and hide MeDIP0seq and RRBS Summery 
 

 Modify text sizes, browser resolution and track colors using the configure button  

 

 Save session as a txt file 

Epigenome Browser : http://vizhub.wustl.edu/ 

http://vizhub.wustl.edu/

